Altered DNA copy number in patients with different seizure disorder type: by array-CGH.
Epilepsy is one of the most common but genetically complex neurological disorders in children. Previous studies have showed that chromosomal abnormalities confer susceptibility to epilepsy. To identify new chromosomal abnormalities associated with epilepsy, DNA samples from patients with idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE), partial epilepsy (PE), and febrile seizures (FS) were analyzed using array comparative genome hybridization technique (array-CGH). Genomic aberrations were detected throughout whole chromosome. The most frequently altered loci were gains noted in: 1p (60%), 5p (55%), 8q (55%), 10q (55%), and losses in 7q (55%). The most frequent chromosomal aberrations for each seizure type were: IGE-1p (60%), 5p (55%), and 10q (55%), PE-11p (45%), 21q (45%) and FS-8q (55%), and losses in 7q (55%). To validate the array-CGH results, real time PCR was performed for several genes (EPM2AIP1, OSM, AFP, CYP19A1, SLC6A13, and COL6A2). The results from the real time PCR were consistent with those from the array-CGH. Therefore, we found that the three types of seizures disorder studied have different chromosomal aberrations. These results might be used for further investigation of the pathogenesis of epilepsy.